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Abstract
Traditional robots are constructed from rigid links which facilitate both stiffness and ac-
curacy. However, these systems operate best in open, highly structured spaces, and environments
traversable by this technology are inherently restricted to scales and geometries which match the
size and shape of the links. Conversely, continuous backbone continuum robots have enormous po-
tential for adaptive exploration of unstructured environments. However, to date there has been very
little research on algorithms for learning and adapting to changes in environmental conditions with
continuum robots. In this research, we introduce new results in learning policies for novel long, thin,
continuously bending continuum tendril robots aimed toward applications such as remote inspection
and sensor mobility for improved sample acquisition. The results could also have potential applica-
tions in defense and security, search and rescue in hazardous environmental conditions, and as an
innovative option for sensor placement in environmental monitoring. Using a prototype continuum
tendril robot previously developed at Clemson University, we demonstrate the new learning policy
for the tendrils adaptive sensor placement and remote inspection within an environment seeded with
numerous disparate and slowly (over a matter of hours) time-varying sources, and discuss the poten-
tial for use of such robot tendrils in environmental monitoring applications. The learning algorithm
implemented in real-time is shown to help the tendril to adapt its sensor placement to changing
environmental sources.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Remote monitoring and inspection has become increasingly important as a means of data
collection for space-based and terrestrial applications. Related monitoring tasks may range in scale
from the tracking of global phenomena using satellite imaging, to regional and local monitoring
using hand placed sensors or sensor arrays, or mobile sensors carried by robotic agents. At scales
of a few meters or less, sensor arrays may be placed in static configurations and provide coarse
characterizations of a particular environment. Rigid linked manipulators or mobile agents facilitate
adaptive sensor placement, but may suffer limitations due to their physical geometry, dexterity, or
mobility in congested settings and over irregular surfaces. Perhaps most crudely and with greatest
effort, some data samples may yet be collected by hand. This thesis is aimed towards control and
deployment of novel tendril robotic agents, which overcome these limitations to provide improved
automated data collection through agile and intelligent placement of sensors.
1.1 Target Ecological Application
This thesis is focussed on the ecological environmental monitoring application aimed towards
designing a robot that can adapt to changing environmental conditions in scattered rock outcrops
among the high peaks of Appalachian mountains. The rock outcrops inhabits along rock surfaces,
the vegetation is generally treeless. Some of these rock outcrops are rare and a few are very rare
endemics [40], [41]. Certain animal species like timber rattlesnakes and green salamanders inhabits
in deep rock crevices in the region consisting of these rock outcrops. Hence conservation of these
1
Figure 1.1: High level illustration of the conceived application: The control hub(green),
robot agent(white) and tower-mounted RGBD sensor(blue) [9]
animal species may very well depend on the persistence of rock outcrops in the mountains. Ecologists
believe that the outcrops are not able to survive fast changing environmental conditions, especially
the temperature and humidity.
The ecologists are gathering data to study the changing environmental conditions by obtain-
ing temperature and humidity data along the scattered outcrops through hand-placed static sensors
called data loggers providing temperature and humidity readings with a certain sampling rate. As
these sensors are static, there is a significant limitation to the richness of data that can be collected
using them. These sensors cannot adapt to changing environmental conditions and can’t help iden-
tify spatial differences in temperature/humidity data on and around the outcrops. Dynamic robots
that can adapt to the environmental changes and sample the changing environmental conditions can
provide with great insight into what is causing the non-survival of the rock outcrops. The robots
used for this project need to be long, thin, light weight, able to access cluttered territories and highly
compliant to operate in such an environment. Thus, continuum robots discussed in section 2.1 are
very well suited for this application.
2
1.2 Related Work
At the largest scale, remote sensing may be used to track planetary phenomena. Examples
were seen in the coordinated international program Mission to Planet Earth which sought to bring
spaceborne instrumentation to bear in planetary sciences. Satellite based sensors were used to
detect radiation reflected or emitted by the earths surface to produce imaging of physical, chemical,
atmospheric, soil, vegetation, and ocean biotic conditions [41]. These data enabled the development
of system models of dynamical global processes[1]. At smaller scales, in situ monitoring provides finer
resolution images of features, events, or spatio-temporal patterns in a given environment. Kimura, et
al. [2] used rigid-link robots to perform Remote Surface Inspection (RSI) of statellites. Algorithms
were developed to detect and view surface flaws from multiple vantage points. These were seen to
suffer from classification inconsistencies in varied lighting conditions. Goldberg et al. [3] developed
a small (less than 5 kg) disposable space craft to inspect the exteriors of larger crafts. Special
attention was given to hazard avoidance due to the fact that these crafts were in autonomous flight
during inspection missions.
Environmental sensor networks that consist of intelligent sensor nodes with data logging
capabilities have emerged as critical tools in the study of natural phenomena at both regional and
local scales. Environmental sensing may make use of single- or multi-function sensors, or biosensors
[3] to address a wide variety of in situ monitoring tasks. These may include measurement and online
assessment of temperature, light levels, humidity, water quality (pH, conductivity, oxygenation),
animal habitat, weather, soil moisture and nutrient content, airflow, or pollution. Researchers [4],
[5] describe methods for the search for compounds in Martian soil and ice which may lend evidence to
the past existence of life on that planet. On board spacecraft such as the international space station,
it has been shown that microbial contamination poses a significant long term problem to crews, and
to the safety and viability of food, payloads, research animals, water, and support personnel. Local
sampling for microbial loads and species is typically carried out by hand. Enumeration may be
conducted in flight with identification of species typically performed in earth based labs [5].
The research described in this thesis aims at the development of long thin tendril robotic
agents as a means of conducting monitoring and inspection tasks where static placement of sensors,
sensors carried by rigid link or conventional mobile agents, or hand collection of data, would posed
significant limitations to the richness of data collected. It is shown that tendril agents are well suited
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to adaptive sensor placement. The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives background on
tendril robotic agents and details our approach to their learning and adaptation. Chapter 3 discusses
a refined approach to learning, along with experimental methods and results. Chapter 4 summarizes
our findings and outlines our future direction.
4
Chapter 2
Research Design and Initial
Learning Approach
This chapter provides background on the state of the art in tendril robots and the specifics
of the tendril robot constructed and used for the research reported in this thesis. A new learn-
ing approach is then introduced, and experimental procedures and results using the approach are
detailed.
2.1 Tendril Robot Design
Recent years have seen the emergence of a new type of robot, usually termed continuum
robots [25, 32]. Developed as an alternative option in robotics, with strengths and weaknesses
dual to those of conventional rigid-link robot structures, continuum robots have compliant, smooth
structures [39, 35]. The smooth nature of these structures, combined with their compliance, allows
them to penetrate environments inaccessible to conventional robots. Inspiration for continuum
robots has come from similar tongue, trunk, and tentacle structures in nature, such as elephant
trunks [13, 15, 26, 34], octopus arms [14, 18, 20, 38], and plant stems [19, 33, 42].
In parallel to the design, construction, and evaluation of new types of continuum robot
hardware above, a corresponding theory and related algorithms for kinematics [8, 10, 12, 17, 23],
dynamics [7, 11, 22], and motion planning [30, 31, 43] for continuum robots has been developed. At
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this time, the state of the art in continuum robots is sufficiently advanced that numerous successful
applications, notably in medicine [6], but also in a variety of arenas elsewhere [37], have been
demonstrated. However, to the knowledge of the author, the use of continuum robots for adaptive
sensor placement, or for environmental monitoring has not been considered previously.
Tendril robots are special cases of long, thin continuum robots [36], typically with length to
diameter ratio of two orders of magnitude. The first tendril robot was designed and built at NASA
Johnson Space Center [21]. Building on that pioneering work, improved versions of that design,
aimed towards NASA applications, have been developed and demonstrated [42, 29, 28, 27].
In this thesis, we describe a new tendril robot developed specifically for environmental
monitoring applications. The underlying design is similar to that reported in [42], but features both
a more sophisticated actuator package and multiple embedded temperature and humidity sensors.
The underlying design and construction of the robot are detailed in the following subsection.
2.1.1 Construction
A 60” tendril was constructed for this research (Figure 2.1). The tendril consisted of three
concentric tubular carbon fiber sections (36” base, 14.5” middle, 9.5” distal) each having three
tendons terminated at its tip as a means of actuation. The tendons were routed through plastic
spacers that were separated by springs. The spring loaded sections are thus capable of retracting
into next most proximal section. Further details of the tendril construction are described in [42].
The tendril was actuated using nine DC motors (3 sections × 3 tendons each) with integrated
Hall effect quadrature encoders. The encoders indicate position, speed, and direction. As the motor
winds or undwinds a tendril tendon, the encoder increments or decrements accordingly at 125 ticks
per revolution. Motors were driven using Cytron 13 A, 5-15 V DC motor controllers for bidirectional
control.
2.2 Sensors
The tendril was instrumented with eight multifunction Amphenol ChipCap2 CC2D25S tem-
perature and humidity sensors (Figure 2.2a) connected in an I2C network. Use of the I2C network
required four signal wires running the length of the tendril: SDA (serial data), SCL (serial clock),
VCC (5 V) and GND. The sensors were attached at distances of 0”, 6.9”, 13.8”, 21”, 27.5”, 35”,
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: (a) Tendril spacers, springs, and tendons, (b) the constructed tendril, (c) the
tendril actuation fixture
42.6”, and 50.4” from the tip of the tendril (Figure 2.2b). Sensors (I2C slaves) were queried by a
single master Arduino (Atmega 2560) microcontroller. Each sensor was programmed with a unique
address as required by the I2C protocol. Code for addressing and reading sensors can be found in
the appendix.
There are two wires called SCL and SDA. SCL is the clock line, used to synchronize all
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.2: (a) A temperature and humidity sensor board, (b) the tendril instrumented
with eight sensors S1-S8.[44]
data transfers over the I2C bus. SDA is the data line. The SCL and SDA lines are connected to
all devices on the I2C bus. There is a third wire which is the ground or 0 volts. There is also a
fourth 5volt wire to distribute power to the devices. Both SCL and SDA lines are o¨pen draind¨rivers.
What this means is that the chip can drive its output low, but it cannot drive it high. For the line
to be able to go high pull-up resistors must be provided to the 5V supply. There is a resistor from
the SCL line to the 5V line and another from the SDA line to the 5V line. Only one set of pull-up
resistors is needed for the whole I2C bus, not for each device, as illustrated in figure 2.3.
The devices on the I2C bus are either masters or slaves. The master is always the device
Figure 2.3: Architecture of an I2C bus: Master and Slave Devices
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that drives the SCL clock line. The slaves are the devices that respond to the master. A slave
cannot initiate a transfer over the I2C bus, only a master can do that. There can be, and usually
are, multiple slaves on the I2C bus, however there is normally only one master. It is possible to have
multiple masters, but that is not implemented here. On the robot, the master will be the controller
and the slaves will be the modules. Both master and slave can transfer data over the I2C bus, but
that transfer is always controlled by the master.
For our application, we use 8 sensors/slave devices can be increased as intended and 1 master
device (AtMega 2560) on the I2C bus. There will be 4 wires running through the tendril for the
master (arduino) - slave (sensor) communication:
1. SDA line - Serial Data
2. SCL line - Serial Clock
3. VCC - 5V
4. GND
Addressing I2C devices have a fixed address on the I2C bus, many of them have one or more
external address pins to make it possible to hook up more identical devices on unique addresses to
the same bus. The ChipCap2 however has a predefined address stored in its internal EEPROM. This
means that by factory default all devices respond to the same address, which can only be altered by
software. This is why its VCC power supply pin must be connected to an Arduino digital output
(PB0) pin, which is controlled by software. In this sketch two constants are defined:
CURRENT ADDRESS = 0x28 (factory default)
NEW ADDRESS = 0x01 (or any other unique value between 0x00 and 0x7f)
The address is changed by simply writing to EEPROM address 0x1C, the Custom Config-
uration Register of the CC2A. Our sensors have been addressed from 0x01-0x08 from tip sensor in
the distal section to last sensor in the base section respectively. The code of addressing and reading
the sensor can be found in the appendix.
2.3 Control Intelligence and Training
Due to the inherent compliance of continuum robots, they are subject to curving under load,
due to gravity, and when impacting obstacles. These are factors to which conventional rigid link
9
Figure 2.4: Circuit for defining individual addresses to the Sensors
Figure 2.5: Circuit design to obtain the readings
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manipulators are largely immune. While this compliance can make highly accurate kinematic models
of continuum robots difficult to obtain, it also enables more effective maneuvering in congested and
unstructured environments. Thus a control paradigm that is not model-based is warranted.[44]
In the unmapped experimental environment ultimately used in this research (Section 3.4),
the tendril is required to autonomously assume effective configurations for environmental sampling,
adaptively placing its sensors amid continuously varying stimuli and unknown obstacles. The ca-
pability of feed-forward neural networks to form nonlinear discriminants between input patterns is
useful in such cases. For this reason, the tendril was operated using a neural network. This sec-
tion describes the input features and topology of the neural network based controller, and how the
network was trained prior to deployment.
While considering algorithms which could be used to provide intelligence to the tendril robot
in a computationally effective way, so that it takes optimum decisions on where to place the sensors
and take readings, the first step which was to determine the features we wanted the tendril to look
for. Here, we were looking for features that give us the maximum gradient of Temperature/Humidity
measurements along the length of tendril and also the extremes in temperature and humidity in the
workspace. Therefore, the immediate question is, how do we define features that look for maximum
gradient and are suitable for a learning algorithm?
Below are 11 features for temperature gradient and 11 for humidity gradient along the tendril which
are suitable candidates:
S1(t)-S2(t), S2(t)-S3(t), S3(t)-S4(t), S4(t)-S5(t), S5(t)-S6(t), S6(t)-S7(t), S7(t)-S8(t),
S1(t)-S3(t), S2(t)-S4(t), S3(t)-S5(t), S4(t)-S6(t), S5(t)-S7(t), S6(t)-S8(t);
S1(h)-S2(h), S2(h)-S3(h), S3(h)-S4(h), S4(h)-S5(h), S5(h)-S6(h), S6(h)-S7(h),
S7(h)-S8(h), S1(h)-S3(h), S2(h)-S4(h), S3(h)-S5(h), S4(h)-S6(h),S5(h)-S7(h), S6(h)-S8(h);
where S1(t) = temperature reading at S1, S1(h) = humidity reading at S1, S1(t)-S2(t) = abso-
lute temperature difference between S1(t) and S2(t), S1(h)-S2(h) = absolute humidity difference
between S1(h) and S2(h).
The larger the value of the feature, the more important it is as we are looking for maximum gradient
along the length of the tendril robot.
Using these features alone would work for many scenarios, but not all. Consider an equally high
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temperature source at sensors S1, S2, S3 at a time for a particular tendril curve position. For this
case the features would be :
S1− S2 = 0, S1− S3 = 0, S2− S3 = 0, S2− S4 = a, S3− S4 = a, S3− S5 = a and so on.
For only one high temperature source at S3:
S1− S2 = 0, S1− S3 = a, S2− S3 = a, S2− S4 = 0, S3− S4 = a, S3− S5 = a and so on (where a
is greater than 0 and less than equal to 1).
As we see, in the above case, the learning algorithm with above feature set would determine the
configuration which would not be the best. Hence, we need to devise other features to counteract the
situation where temperature/humidity sources are spatially similarly located as consecutive sensors
would make the difference of measurements between them to be close to zero, which is undesirable.
Consequently we adopt a statistical method to form features: any temperature/humidity measure-
ments obtained during the inspection would take up one of the following distributions (figure 2.6).
Figure 2.6: A comparison of possible sensor input distributions showing the representa-
tive value of the median versus the mean Y axis = Frequency, X axis = Temperature
or Humidity measurement.[16]
In distribution 2.6(a), we would be interested in the left side (say 2%) readings as they are
the anomaly in the region, i.e. lower temperature/humidity readings than the other. In distribution
2.6(b), as this is a symmetrical distribution, we would be interested in the left (1%) and right (1%)
readings of the distribution as they are the anomaly in the region. In distribution 2.6(c), we would
be interested in the right side (2%) readings as they are the anomaly in the region, i.e. higher
temperature/humidity readings than the other. The immediate question would be, how would the
tendril know if the reading is higher or lower than the other? We can use average (i.e mean) value
to compare with a given reading, but as we see from the first and third distributions, the mean does
not reflect the majority of readings, however the median does. Hence, we will use the median value
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of the region for a given reading to compare, to infer its importance.
2.3.1 Calculating Median:
The MEDIAN of a set of n measurements (y1 , y2 , ..., yn ) is defined as the value that
falls in the middle position when the measurements are ordered from the smallest to the largest. To
calculate it,
1. Order the measurements from the smallest to the largest.
2. If the sample size is odd, the median is the middle measurement.
3. If the sample size is even, the median is the average of the two middle measurements.
The set of features modified to incorporate from the median method is: S1 − M i, S2 − M i,
S3−M i, S4−M i, S5−M i, S6−M i, S7−M i, S8−M i, where
S1−M i=absolute difference between measurement at S1 and the median of the i th exploration.
Using only the features from the Median method could be a very good set of features. This would
effectively detect the extremes in temperature and humidity readings at all times. It does have
a drawback however, since it would not emphasize the information of difference in temperatures
from the normal. We are interested in inferring abnormalities in a region, but could infer this by
comparing it with a normal median temperature.
Hence for our experiments, we chose a combination of both types of the features discussed as below.
S1− S2, S2− S3, S3− S4, S4− S5, S5− S6, S6− S7, S7− S8,
S1−M i, S2−M i, S3−M i, S4−M i, S5−M i, S6−M i, S7−M i, S8−M i, where
M i Median of all the measurements obtained during i th exploration
by the tendril, S1-S2 = Temperature/Humidity difference between S1 and S2.
2.3.2 Normalization
Normalization of features is necessary to train a neural network. After normalization, our
input features will have a value between [-1,+1] as we are using tanh as the activation function for
training whose working range is [-1,1].
The Normalization of the input features was performed as follows:
Normalized(S1-S2)= (S1-S2)/(MAX(i)-MIN(i)) ,
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Normalized(S1−M i)= (S1−M i )/(MAX(i)-MIN(i)),
Similarly we normalize other features.
In the above, MAX(i) is Maximum temperature/humidity reading obtained during the i th explo-
ration, MIN(i) is Minimum temperature/humidity reading obtained during the i th exploration.
The above Normalization brings all values between [0,1], since we then use the tanh filter-
ing function in the neural network we require the input features to be in the range [-1,1], by the
following.
Y = ((X-MIN)*2)/((MAX-MIN)) - 1; MAX = 1, MIN = 0, X is in the range [0,1], Y is in the range
[-1,1].
Next, we introduce a learning algorithm to use to detect these features effectively. We use
an offline pre-trained Back-Propagation Neural Network to detect the position of the tendril with
best features.
2.3.3 Feature Set
Temperature and humidity readings of the environment were taken from sensor inputs and
were used to calculate differential values along the length of the tendril, as well as the temperature
and humidity extremes across the effective workspace of the tendril. Sensor reading (temperature or
humidity) differentials were calculated between adjacent pairs of sensors. For example: S1,2(t)i =
S1(t)i − S2(t)i is the temperature differential between sensors S1 and S2 for a given configuration
of the tendril in a specific environmental setup (or exploration i). The greater the value of a given
differential, the more important it is determining the gradient over the length of the tendril.
As discussed in the previous subsection for scenarios in which some sensor inputs may cluster
about a given value, or where single sensors may detect a local anomaly, a feature which includes
environment-wide comparison is called for. Typically, the mean value is a useful feature in such
cases. However, for asymmetrical distributions, the mean does not serve as the best characterization
of the data set. Rather the median value may be more effective (Figure 2.6) [16].
Thus, the median reading across all sensors and all operational positions is also computed
and compared to each reading individually. For example: S1,M (t)i = S1(t)i−M(t)i is the difference
between the temperature reading at sensor S1 and the median temperature reading for exploration
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Figure 2.7: Scenarios when using only difference or Median features fails to give best
configuration and how using a weighted combination of both gives correct output.
i. In this way, fifteen features each for temperature and humidity are calculated. These features are
then normalized to [0,1] (2.1), (2.2), and scaled to [-1, 1] (equation 2.3).
Si,n = Normalized(Sn − Sn+1)
=
Sn − Sn+1
max(S)i −min(S)i (2.1)
where n ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . 7}, Sn is a sensor reading (temperature or humidity) for sensor n,
max(S)i and min(S)i are the maximum and minimum sensor values over all operational positions
in a given exploration and would change for each exploration;
Sm,M = Normalized(Sm −Mi)
=
Sm −Mi
max(S)i −min(S)i (2.2)
where m ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . 8}, Mi is the median reading for exploration i;
Scaled(X) = 2X − 1 (2.3)
where X is a normalized value in [0,1] as computed using (2.1), (2.2).
Figure 2.7 shows why we use both difference and median features.
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Figure 2.8: Topology of the tendril control neural network. Inputs are normalized to
[-1,1].[44]
2.3.4 Neural Network Topology
The fully-connected feed-forward neural network selected consisted of sixteen input layer
nodes to accommodate the fifteen input features discussed in the previous section plus a bias input,
four hidden layer nodes, and a single output layer node. The topology of the neural network is
shown in Figure 2.8. A tanh activation function was used in the hidden layer. The neural network
was implemented using an Arduino microcontroller.
2.3.5 Training
A fragment of the training set is given in Table 3.1. The output represents the importance
of the input feature set, where greater values reflect higher importance. In a similar manner, 222
input vectors were developed. Exhaustive generation of input vectors (all 0s to all 1s) was not
necessary as vectors of the form shown were sufficient for the neural network to generalize. Training
occurred over 300 epochs of the training data set. Figure 2.9 shows how important the bias input is
towards training this dataset. The error from training without bias is very high as compared to the
error training with bias. The entire data/training set is available at [24].
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Table 2.1: Example training data (sensor inputs) and Weighted Linear Input Combina-
tion (WLIC) (neural network output)[44]
S1,2, S2,3, . . .S7,8 - S1,M . . .S8,M - bias WLIC
1000000-00000000-1 -0.6
0000000-10000000-1 -0.4
1100000-00000000-1 0.4
0000000-11000000-1 0.6
1100000-10000000-1 1.4
1000000-11000000-1 1.6
0000000-00000000-1 -1.5
Figure 2.9: Importance of bias for training this dataset
2.4 Experimentation
2.4.1 Method
1. The tendril took all the configurations in its work space throughout a preselected set
encoded through a look-up table of pre-recorded encoder readings for those positions.
2. It then took the temperature/humidity readings at all these positions and stored them in a table.
3. Then the Median, the input features were computed and Normalized as discussed.
4. Then the WLIC Out(Weighted) using the stored Input 2 Hidden Weights(16X4) and
Hidden 2 Output Weights(4X1) for every curve position taken was computed.
5. Then the tendril was moved to the curve position with max(WLIC Out value) and took readings
with a period of 30 seconds for a predefined time of 30 minutes.
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Figure 2.10: An example environment layout[44]
6. The time was noted and the readings saved or sent to Flash Memory or a memory chip.
7. Step 1-6 were repeated.
An environment for experimentation was constructed which included multiple movable
sources of sensor input in an umapped layout. Sources included three incandescent lights for vari-
ability in temperature, and a single humidifier. The environment was designed to match the scale of
the tendril’s effective workspace (approximately 2 m× 2 m). An example layout is shown in Figure
2.10.
Seventy-six goal configurations of the tendril were designed so as to adequately span the
workspace (environment) of the robot. Motor encoder values for these configurations were prere-
corded in a look-up table as potential operational positions during an exploration mission. During an
exploration, the tendril briefly assumed each of the prerecorded positions (through obstacle-free tra-
jectories) while collecting sensor readings (temperature and humidity) at each position as discussed
above.
The median sensor reading was computed using readings from across the environment. The
median, along with sensor data taken at a given position were used to compute the fifteen features
for that position as described in Section 3.3. These features were applied to the neural network
inputs and a Weighted Linear Input Combination (WLIC) for the position was determined. WLIC
values for temperature and humidity were added to generate an overall WLIC value (2.4) for the
position. This computation gave equal weight to temperature and humidity. The position with the
maximum overall WLIC value of the 76 candidate positions was selected as the configuration with
greatest information potential. Example WLIC values over the 76 candidate positions are shown in
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Figure 2.11: Computed WLIC values for a single exploration. Position 30 (max) is
selected for the mission.
Figure 2.11.
WLICoverall = WLICtemp +WLIChumid (2.4)
The Arduino microcontroller then used the stored motor encoder values to actuate the
tendril to assume that position. Example encoder values for a given position are shown in Table 2.2.
Motors 0-2 control the three tendons in the proximal section, motors 3-5 control middle section, and
motors 6-8 control the distal (tip) section. Once the appropriate curve of the tendril was attained,
the system collected sensor readings every 30 seconds over a 30 minute mission. This process was
repeated over six missions for a total experiment duration of three hours. For each mission, the
environment was altered so that the heat and humidity sources were in new locations each time.
2.4.2 Results and Discussion
In general, the neural network based controller performed well. Over the six missions,
the robot assumed configurations which were observed to lie along contours of high temperature
and humidity gradient. Sample temperature measurements from the sensors and their computed
WLIC Out values are shown in 2.12. Images of example configurations depicting configurations for
intelligent sensor placements are given in Figure 3.13.
Though the ranking of the configurations were satisfactory, i.e. the learning algorithm could
find the best configuration with maximum gradient, it was not able to adapt itself to changing source
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Table 2.2: Example values for nine motor encoders 0-8 (E0-E8) for a single tendril
position [44]
E0 E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8
75 0 200 400 0 0 0 0 0
75 0 100 400 0 0 0 0 0
75 0 0 400 0 0 0 0 0
75 100 75 400 0 0 0 0 0
75 150 75 400 0 0 0 0 0
125 100 0 400 0 0 0 0 0
150 150 0 400 0 0 0 0 0
0 100 75 400 0 0 0 0 0
0 150 75 400 0 0 0 0 0
350 0 75 0 400 0 0 0 0
300 0 75 0 400 0 0 0 0
200 0 75 0 400 0 0 0 0
100 0 75 0 400 0 0 0 0
0 0 75 0 400 0 0 0 0
75 0 350 0 400 0 0 0 0
75 0 350 0 0 400 0 0 0
75 0 300 0 0 400 0 0 0
75 0 200 0 0 400 0 0 0
75 0 100 0 0 400 0 0 0
locations. Also, when tendril returned to a previous configuration, it would not exactly achieve the
configuration due to non-linear continuum movement errors.
One assumption made during these experiments was that the environment remained essen-
tially static over the course of a mission. A potential weakness of these initial results revolves around
the potential for changing environmental conditions. Following a particular exploration, the tendril
algorithm makes a decision as to which position to take that will afford it better measurements.
The tendril then assumes that position and remains there to take the measurements for a certain
duration. During this time, if an interesting environmental event occurs that should alter the ten-
dril’s position, the tendril would not know until the next exploration. In this case, the tendril would
benefit from more information so that it may decide to leave the measurement phase in real-time
and resume exploration again to get the best curve position or directly goes to the region of interest.
Also, the tendril should be able to make a decision on how to adjust itself at a certain position in a
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.12: Sample temperature readings and corresponding ranking using there com-
puted output values.
way that gives better measurements, and be able to keep moving to prevent stagnating in a given
position. To facilitate this, cameras could be included in the system to influence motion. In par-
ticular, a camera on the tendril body, and another at the actuator package facing the tendril might
improve decision making capabilities. The vision would give the tendril some additional features to
supplement the current feature to aid in motion planning, self protection, and improved measuring
capabilities.
The results in the experiments in this chapter demonstrate that machine learning approaches
can be used to control tendril robots without the need for complex kinematic models to position
fixed sensors at improved sampling vantage points.
2.5 Conclusion
A prototype continuum robot tendril was designed and constructed at Clemson University.
The tendril was equipped with environmental sensors. The specifics of the new robot tendril system
have been described and discussed in detail in this chapter. We have illustrated the operation of the
new design in a sample representative environment.
Initial work in tendril robot control to facilitate adaptive sensor placement for remote en-
vironmental monitoring has been presented. A method for environmental sampling and positioning
the robot within a 2D static environment prior to deployment was used. This method allowed us to
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.13: Tendrils configurations to optimize sensor gradient for different environment
layouts[44]
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demonstrate that a neural network based decision algorithm can be used to map sensor inputs to
tendril configurations so as to attain high sensor input gradient over the length of the tendril, thus
leading to improved characterization of the sensed environment.
Possible drawbacks to the proposed method include lack of ground truth validation that
sensor placements (tendril configurations) were optimal under the prevailing conditions, and the
system’s present inability to respond to dynamic environmental conditions. Use of hand-placed non-
mobile sensors and scene cameras could allow for future ground truth validation. Longer mission
lengths with online feedback could be used with reinforcement learning techniques to enable auto-
mated in-mission positional changes for responding to dynamic conditions. Extending this work for
tendril configurations in 3D environments will also be of interest. The current tendril design don’t
serve for smooth motion because of gravity. The distal portion of the tendril couldn’t support its
weight for free flow movements, resulting into dragging of the distal portion along the ground and
potentially getting stuck. New tendril designs that overcome this issue need to be investigated. Also,
current sensors are not as light weight as we would like and could be improved further with respect
to their size. Light-weight sensors would help decrease the weight on the tendril to help for smooth
movements.
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Chapter 3
Refined Learning Approach
3.1 Tendril Robot Improvements
This chapter provides details on improvements made to the tendril robot design to facilitate
smoother movements. The new design also provides more consistency to its configuration encoder
readings and the the corresponding actual position taken.
As was evident from previous experiments, distal section movements were not smooth, and
distal section dragging led to inconsistent behavior. It was very complex to plan motion given
inconsistencies in encoder and position readings because of dragging problems. Also, it was evident
that smoother movements of the base and middle sections of the tendril provided much higher
consistency in encoder-position readings. Apart from being far from the actuator package which
leads to more significant gravity effects, the distal portion consists of a thinner carbon tube than
the middle and base section tubes (with base section tube being the strongest). Hence, we created a
two section tendril with just the base and the middle section, removing the distal portion altogether
as can be seen in figure 3.1.
The actuator package (a subset of that used previously) consists of 6 servo motors positioned
as shown in Figure 3.2. Motors 0,1,2 positioned 120 degrees apart are for the base section movements,
Motors 3,4,5 positioned 120 degrees apart are for the (now) distal section movements as seen in figure
3.2. We did not use the existing motors 6,7 and 8 for the experiments reported in this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: 2 section tendril
Figure 3.2: Motor Spatial Geometric Configuration Checklist
Consecutive motors are 40◦ apart
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Figure 3.3: .brd sensor file rendered by oshpark.com
Figure 3.4: Sensor PCB board
3.2 Sensors
PCB boards from oshpark.com were designed for the sensors due to their improved durabil-
ity, being thin and light weight. Oshpark renders the .brd file that we designed as shown in figure 3.3
and prints the PCB boards for us. The sensors were solder lateched on these PCB boards. Figure
3.4 shows the final sensor design.
The tendril was instrumented with six such Amphenol ChipCap2 CC2D25S temperature
and humidity sensors (Figure 3.6) connected in an I2C network and queried by a single master
Arduino (Atmega 2560) microcontroller. Each sensor was again programmed with a unique address
as required by the I2C protocol.
3.3 Refined Learning Approach and Training
.
To design a learning system for the tendril that facilitate ease of autonomous motion plan-
ning, we transformed its actuations from current hexa-directional system (figure 3.2) to a horizon-
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Figure 3.5: One of the Sensor Employed
Figure 3.6: Final Tendril Sampling System
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Figure 3.7: Resulting Horizontal/Vertical configuration workspace for the Tendril
tal/vertical coordinate system as shown in 3.7. This was done using simultaneous partial multi-
ple motor actuations projected from hexa-space (0,1,2,3,4,5) on the horizontal-vertical space (+/-
(MAX/MIN),+/-(MAX/MIN)).
(+MAX,0) placed the tendril at the rightmost(bending ability constraint) position
(-MAX,0) placed the tendril at the leftmost(bending ability constraint) position
(0,0) placed the tendril at straight position at ease with no bending
(0,+MAX) placed the tendril at the upmost(bending ability constraint) position
(0,-MIN) placed the tendril at the downmost(bending ability constraint) position
Since we had two tendril sections, we projected motors (0,1,2) onto (+/-(MAX/MIN),+/-
(MAX/MIN)) for base section and motors (3,4,5) onto (+/-(MAX/MIN),+/-(MAX/MIN)) for distal
section movements.
To reduce projection complexity, we have placed the actuator package as in figure 3.2 where
motor 1 was made to coincide with downwards movements. Considering gravity, motor 0 and motor
2 also do not need to be projected for left-right movements. We could only follow the procedure for
one section and we selected this to be the base section as the base section movements are naturally
the most free flowing and largely determine the tendril position.
In the unmapped experimental environment used in this research (Section 3.4), the tendril
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Figure 3.8: New Improved Feature Set
was required to autonomously assume effective configurations for environmental sampling amid con-
tinuously varying stimuli and unknown obstacles. For this, we designed a more sophisticated learning
approach again featuring a neural network. This section describes the input features and topology
of the neural network based controller, and how the network was trained prior to deployment.
3.3.1 Feature Set
The feature set specified in figure 2.8 has one drawback working with end sensors S1 and S8
to assess the current tendril sensor placement. Since these (S1 and S8) sensors are used only twice
as compared to 3 times for other sensors in the feature set, we modified this and incorporated them
by adding (S1 - M) and (S8 - M) features to the final feature set (M:Median).
3.3.2 Neural Network Topology
We added two more features to the previously designed feed-forward neural network. The
resulting neural network now contained eighteen input layer nodes to accommodate the total of
seventeen input features plus the bias input, four hidden layer nodes, and a single output layer
node. The new topology of the neural network is shown in Figure 3.8.
Note that, if we were looking for just the extremes in the sensor measurements, we would
have picked just the median features as S1-M, ..., S8-M. Since we were looking for maximum gradient
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Table 3.1: Example training data (sensor inputs) and Weighted Linear Input Combina-
tion (WLIC) (neural network output)
S1,2, S2,3, . . .S7,8 - S1,M . . .S8,M - bias WLIC
1000000-00000000-1 -0.6
0000000-10000000-1 -0.4
1100000-00000000-1 0.4
0000000-11000000-1 0.6
1100000-10000000-1 1.4
1000000-11000000-1 1.6
0000000-00000000-1 -1.5
along the tendril length, we pick up difference of measurements between consecutive sensors as
additional features.
3.3.3 Training
The training of the new network was accomplished in the same way as before using the
stochastic gradient descent method for a backpropagation neural network. Now we had 18X4 In-
put To Hidden Weights and 4X1 Hidden To Output Weights, which we used to predict the best
configuration or rank the configurations based on their feature set and pick the one with highest
output value.
3.4 Experimentation
3.4.1 Method
The refined learning approach consisted of 2 phases, the exploration and exploitation phase.
The underlying idea is to locally adapt from the best initial configuration, to adapt to changing
environmental conditions. The tendril explored many configurations covering the whole workspace
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in the exploration phase and computed or predicted how important each configurations are. In the
second phase, the approach exploits the information gathered in the exploration phase, obtains the
samples from the computed best configuration and adapts through its neighbors. The exploitation
phase is a timed phase, i.e. it was made to run for a predefined period of 30 minutes before it goes
back to exploration again. This process is repeated until the end of the experiment.
There can be different ways to adapt to a better configuration in an exploitation phase.
At first we adapted to changing sources by assuming 6 different configurations in the neighbor of
the best current configuration all attained by varying distal section actuations only. We noted
empirically that, providing distal section actuation changes the base section position too, but only
slightly. The overall process effectively allows the tendril to explore its neighbors about its best intial
configuration to check for better configurations and consequently learn as the environment changes.
3.4.1.1 The Rhombus approach for Exploitation
The 6 neighbor configurations by distal section actuations did work for exploitation. But
as it does not update the base section actuation according to the newly learned configuration, the 6
neighbor configurations fails if we require great number of explorations, requiring the tendril to move
further away from the best exploration phase configuration. To solve this, we applied an exploitation
strategy that we call the Rhombus Approach where we update the base section actuation according
to the newly learned configuration. Figure 3.9 shows the Rhombus Approach wherein the tendril
uses the base section actuation to assume the 4 neighbors (up, down, left, right) and corresponding
6 distal section actuations at these 4 neighbors. So we have 24 configurations in total and the
tendril assumed the position which gave WLIC Out value better than at current configuration and
the highest among the 24 configurations.
3.4.2 Results and Discussion
Use of the refined algorithm showed the ability to adapt to changing environmental condi-
tions and stimuli. We illustrate this here by detailing the results of one of the tendril runs, through
its Exploration and Exploitation phases.
Initially, the tendril is at rest without any actuation as in figure 3.10. A high temperature
source is initially located at a selected position in the range of tendril movements, hence it was the
position where the tendril achieved its best configuration after the exploration phase. First, the
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Figure 3.9: The Rhombus approach for Exploitation
tendril goes into exploration phase. It takes as many as 28X6 different configuration covering the
workspace. 28 different configurations were chosen with the base section motors, and all of them
had 6 different configurations using the distal section motor actuations. For moving sideways to
either direction, the tendril base section first attains a prespecified horizontal posture in order to
avoid collisions and drifting along the ground.
During the Exploration phase, the tendril collected sensor readings of 168 configurations
for a total of 168X6 readings for 6 sensors. Using this information, the system found the min-
imum, maximum and median of the readings. Then it calculated and formed the feature set
for these 168 configurations, normalizing them between +1 and -1. Then it ran all these input
feature set one by one through the trained weights of the neural network (1X18 one input fea-
ture −− 18X4 Input To Hidden Weights −− squashing tanh function[+1,-1] 1X4 −− 4X1 Hid-
den To Output Weights −− 1X1 Weighted Dot Product at the Output Layer) and calculated the
Weighted Linear Combination at the Output Layer. The squashing tanh function which brings the
input between +1 and -1 was not applied at the output layer. The Weighted dot product for all
configurations were saved. Then the tendril took the configuration of the feature set having the
largest Weighted Dot product as shown in figure 3.16 and this ended the current exploration phase.
Next, the tendril was initialized at the best configuration after the Exploration phase and
began to take readings with a 30 sec sampling rate at this configuration. The tendril used these 30
second intervals to foray in its neighborhood by taking 6 different configurations and corresponding
readings. The tendril then calculates the Weighted dot product of these neighborhood configurations
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Figure 3.10: Initial tendril configuration
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.11: The Exploration phase: Different tendril configurations taken
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.12: The Exploration phase: Different tendril configurations taken
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.13: The Exploration phase: Different tendril configurations taken
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Figure 3.14: Temperature Value Distribution after Exploration phase
Figure 3.15: One complete tendril run: Exploration and Exploitation
and if found greater than the previous Weighted dot product, the tendril updated its position to this
new configuration as in figure 3.17. The tendril kept optimizing its configuration in this way till the
end of the exploitation run for a predefined time period of 30 mins. The tendril then reverted back
to the exploration phase and redetermined the next baseline position of interest. This was repeated
till the end of the experiment.
Figure 3.15 (exploitation phase) shows how the tendril adapts to a different new configura-
tion. After assuming the initial best configuration computed from exploration phase, it checked the
WLIC Out values of the 6 neighbor configurations. The tendril found one of the values from the
neighbor configurations higher than current WLIC out value of the current configuration and hence
adapted itself to the new configuration as shown in figure 3.17. This new configuration is better as
we see in figure 3.15 in the exploitation phase, one of the sensor readings of the new configuration
had a new high temperature of 29.04 not measured before. Evidently, the tendril did reposition itself
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Figure 3.16: Final tendril configuration after the Exploration phase
better to achieve a better configuration. Whenever the tendril did not find a higher WLIC Out value
in its neighbor configurations, it did not update its configuration.
3.4.2.1 Exploitation by the Rhombus Approach
We moved the temperature source after 1 exploitation run and tested the learning by the
tendril using the rhombus approach successfully. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 shows results during one
complete exploration and 3 exploitation runs by learning through the rhombus approach. This
experiment demonstrates the ability of the system to learn and adapt to changing environmental
conditions (change of temperature source location in this instance).
3.5 Conclusions
The 2-section tendril which was created and discussed in this chapter provided for much
smoother movements, specifically no dragging along the ground for point-to-point placement and
better recall of position to encoder readings necessary for the effectiveness of the learning algorithm.
We introduced, implemented and evaluated a refined learning algorithm, allowing the tendril to
explore about good configurations to adapt to environmental changes.
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Figure 3.17: New better position learned in Exploitaion phase
(a) (b)
Figure 3.18: The Exploration phase: Initial and Final configuration taken
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.19: 3 Exploitation runs with changing temperature source location
The learning algorithm worked as expected. The refined Neural network was successfully
trained for the desired features. More features could be added to further optimize better target
configuration. Further research could be done in tuning dynamically when to exit an exploitation
phase as opposed to using a predefined time discussed in this thesis. Also further work can be done
on how to adapt to changing temperature/humidity sources in the exploitation phase.
One issue we faced with tendril actuation, is that of kinking or jerking behavior on achieving
a target position. This was because instead of a continuous time (analog) control system we used
a constant discrete motor speed to actuate encoder changes from 0 to 80 for a particular actuation
and back to 0 on reaching the target encoder reading. This resulted in kinking or jumping which is
undesirable.
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Table 3.2: Sample configurations in Horizontal/Vertical Space
BH,BV : Base; DH,DV: Distal
BH BV DH DV
100 0 0 200
100 100 0 200
-100 0 0 200
100 -100 0 200
100 0 0 -200
200 100 100 200
200 0 200 -200
400 0 -400 0
-400 0 0 -200
100 200 400 0
100 0 -400 0
100 -100 0 200
100 0 0 200
-100 250 0 150
-100 -50 0 200
-100 100 0 200
100 0 0 200
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Suggestions for
Future Research
This thesis established a new capability in remote robotic environmental sampling. The use
of a highly maneuverable thin continuum robot, deploying sensors arrayed along its backbone, offers
adaptive sensor placement within and throughout unstructured and cluttered environments. An
improved version of the tendril design was created that was better suited for monitoring applications
than previously implemented thin continuum designs.
We discussed how a learning algorithm can be designed for dynamic remote monitoring and
how it can learn to adapt to changing environment conditions. We introduced, implemented and ver-
ified a learning approach that works in unknown environments with unknown temperature/humidity
conditions.
Potential applications include environmental sampling missions on planetary bodies (as well
as on planet Earth) (e.g. Figure 4.1), airflow sampling around vents within spacecraft including the
International Space Station, exterior inspections of spacecraft and, potentially, persistent scanning
for biological and non-biological contaminants.
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4.1 Suggestions for Future Research
Much of the ground work required for intelligent sensor placement for environmental mon-
itoring has been presented in this thesis. We discuss the suggestions for future research in this
section.
4.1.1 Avoid Jerking
Analog control of point-to-point tendril movement to avoid jerking during configuration
transitions would improve operation. A controller that changes the motor speed in a continuous way
proportional to the error between its current configuration encoder readings and target configuration
encoder readings would be beneficial. The controller should be able to actuate the tendril in a slow
(stealth) mode and fast mode, both avoiding the jerking behavior.
4.1.2 Rotatory Platform
Design of a 360 degree rotating platform which could employ the actuator package and
provide for 360 degree tendril movement would expand the range of sampling. Currently, the tendril
could only transition covering the region towards the front side of the actuation package. The tendril
also has to bend significantly to cover the sides in the front region. Using a rotatory platform could
facilitate a 360 degree tendril workspace coverage with ease.
While exploring natural vegetation of higher heights, the rotatory platform could be designed
such that it could also linearly lift the actuator package and hence the tendril. This could facilitate
the use of tendril for monitoring or inspection of environments with different properties.
4.1.3 Employing the Cameras
Employing an RGB - Depth camera above the actuator package facing the tendril to track
the tendril transitions in real-time could allow feedback useful for path planning, ground truthfulness
to encoder position configuration and collision avoidance. Figure 3.6 shows an example of trying
to track the tendril using a number of colored reflective papers wrapped around tendril at selected
points. Tracking these reference points could lead to predicting the tendril configuration.
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4.1.4 Research on different learning approaches
Further research using a more sophisticated event-driven learning algorithm that intelligi-
bly optimizes tendril position in the exploitation phase and quits an exploitation phase based on
computed understanding of an important event in a different region would provide improved and
useful capabilities.
The learning approach, especially the local learning in the exploitation phase could be
defined as a Reinforcement learning problem. Q-Learning Reinforcement approach could fit to the
local learning problem. Below are the paradigms of Q reinforcement learning.
S: State, A: Action, r: Immediate reward
Q-table[s,a,s′,r]: Table of reward values = Immediate Reward + Discounted future Rewards
Learning - Q : When in state s, take action a, observe s′ and r, update Q-table.
Policy pi[S] = argmax A(Q[S,A]) : which action to take when in state s. Iterate and compute
optimum Q-table and optimum policy pi.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1: A tendril exploring artificial vegetation
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Appendix A Code to assign individual addresses to the sen-
sors
/∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
This sketch w i l l change the I2C address o f a CC2A senso r
Factory d e f a u l t address i s 0x28
p o s s i b l e address range 0 . . 0 x7F
The power pin o f the CC2A modules must be connected to PB0, i . e .
Arduino d i g i t a l pin 8 !
This program w i l l put the ChipCap2 Sensor in to Command Mode ,
re−program the I2C address to the value s p e c i f i e d in NEW I2C ADDRESS
go back in to Normal Mode and then pr in t Temperature and Humidity
every 5 seconds , read from t h i s new address .
∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗/
#inc lude <Wire . h>
#inc lude <CFF ChipCap2 . h>
u i n t 8 t CURRENT I2C ADDRESS = 0x06 ;
u i n t 8 t NEW I2C ADDRESS = 0x06 ;
u i n t 8 t low Byte , high Byte ;
CFF ChipCap2 cc2 = CFF ChipCap2 (CURRENT I2C ADDRESS) ;
CFF ChipCap2 cc2a = CFF ChipCap2 (NEW I2C ADDRESS ) ;
void setup ( )
{
S e r i a l . begin ( 9 6 0 0 ) ;
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cc2 . begin ( ) ;
cc2a . begin ( ) ;
cc2 . conf igPowerPin ( 8 ) ;
cc2 . startCommandMode ( ) ;
de lay ( 1 0 0 ) ;
i f ( cc2 . s t a t u s == CCF CHIPCAP2 STATUS COMMANDMODE)
{
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ChipCap2 i s now in command mode !\n ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” Se t t i ng new I2C address :\n ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (NEW I2C ADDRESS ) ;
de lay ( 1 0 0 ) ;
low Byte = NEW I2C ADDRESS;
high Byte = 0 ;
Wire . beg inTransmiss ion (CURRENT I2C ADDRESS) ;
Wire . wr i t e (0 x5c ) ;
Wire . wr i t e ( high Byte ) ;
Wire . wr i t e ( low Byte ) ;
Wire . endTransmission ( ) ;
de lay ( 1 2 ) ;
}
e l s e
{
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” ChipCap2 i s in normal mode\n ” ) ;
}
cc2 . power ( 0 ) ;
de lay ( 5 0 ) ;
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cc2 . power ( 1 ) ;
}
void loop ( )
{
whi le (1 )
{
cc2a . readSensor ( ) ;
i f ( cc2a . s t a t u s == CCF CHIPCAP2 STATUS VALID)
{
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” Humidity : ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( cc2a . humidity ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (”\n ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (” Temperature C: ” ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( cc2a . temperatureC ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (”\n ” ) ;
}
delay ( 5 0 0 0 ) ;
}
}
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Appendix B Code for Training the Neural Network and ob-
taining the weights
c l ea r , c l o s e a l l , c l c ;
load TRAI SET . txt ;
[ n , p ] = s i z e (TRAI SET ) ;
MAX=1;MIN=0;
TRG = TRAI SET ( : , p ) ;
f o r i = 1 : n
f o r j = 1 : p−1
TRAI SET( i , j ) = ( (TRAI SET( i , j ) − MIN)∗2/(MAX−MIN))−1;
end
end
index = [ ] ;
f o r i =1:p
i f abs (TRG( i , 1 ) ) > 0
index = [ index i ] ;
end
end
noi = 16 ;
nhl = 4 ;
input = TRAI SET ( : , 1 : end−1);
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s t e p S i z e = . 0 0 2 ;
LoopTimes = 500 ; %
beta = 1 ;
Epoch Error Al l = ze ro s ( 2 , 1 ) ;
S p e c e f i c i t y = ze ro s ( 2 , 1 ) ;
Delta HiddenU = ze ro s (1 , nhl ) ;
HiddenU sqshd = ze ro s (1 , nhl ) ; %
WLIC HiddenU All = ze ro s (1 , nhl ) ; %
Inputs 2 Hidden Weights = 0.010∗ rand ( noi , nhl ) ;
inputs Weights backup = Inputs 2 Hidden Weights ;
Hidden 2 Output Weights = 0.010∗ rand ( nhl , 1 ) ;
hidden Weights backup = Hidden 2 Output Weights ;
WLIC Out1 = [ ] ;
t i c ;
f o r I t r = 1 : LoopTimes
I t r
Output Al l Ptrns = ze ro s ( l ength (TRG) , 1 ) ;
TP = 0 ; TN = 0 ; FP = 0 ; FN = 0 ;
TPa=0; TNa=0; FPa=0; FNa=0;
Inputs 2 Hidden Weights accum = ze ro s ( noi , nhl ) ;
Hidden 2 Output Weights accum = ze ro s ( nhl , 1 ) ;
f o r Ptrn = 1 : l ength ( input )
% Ca l cu l a t ing Hidden l a y e r Sigmoids
f o r U = 1 : nhl % f o r a l l un i t s
WLIC HiddenU All (U) = dot ( input ( Ptrn , : ) , Inputs 2 Hidden Weights ( : ,U) ) ;
HiddenU sqshd (U) = tanh ( WLIC HiddenU All (U) ) ;
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end
% Ca l cu l a t ing Output l a y e r
WLIC Out = dot ( HiddenU sqshd , Hidden 2 Output Weights ) ;
Output Al l Ptrns ( Ptrn ) = tanh (WLIC Out ) ;
% Ca l cu l a t ing Delta f o r f i n a l output
OutputDelta = (1 − ( Output Al l Ptrns ( Ptrn ) )ˆ2 )∗
(TRG( Ptrn)−Output Al l Ptrns ( Ptrn ) ) ;
% Ca l cu l a t ing Deltas f o r Hidden l a y e r
f o r U = 1 : nhl
Delta HiddenU (U) = (1 − ( HiddenU sqshd (U) )ˆ2 )∗
Hidden 2 Output Weights (U)∗OutputDelta ;
end
% ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ HERE ∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗∗
% Accumilat ing d e l t a Weights Hidden 2 Output l a y e r
% here i s the summation o f d e l t a s o f weight
f o r U = 1 : nhl
Hidden 2 Output Weights accum (U, 1 ) = Hidden 2 Output Weights accum (U, 1 )
+ s t e p S i z e ∗HiddenU sqshd (U)∗OutputDelta ;
end
% Accumilat ing d e l t a Weights Inputs 2 Hidden l a y e r
% here i s the summation o f d e l t a s o f weight
f o r inp = 1 : no i
f o r U = 1 : nhl
Inputs 2 Hidden Weights accum ( inp ,U) = beta ∗ Inputs 2 Hidden Weights accum ( inp ,U)
+ s t e p S i z e ∗ input ( Ptrn , inp )∗Delta HiddenU (U) ;
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end
end
% Correc t ing Weight o f Bias f o r f i n a l output
% Weights Al l ( 6 , 1 ) = Weights Al l ( 6 , 1 ) + s t e p S i z e ∗B i a s A l l (1 , 6 )∗OutputDelta ;
end
% c o r r e c t Weights Hidden 2 Output l a y e r
Hidden 2 Output Weights = Hidden 2 Output Weights +
Hidden 2 Output Weights accum ;
% c o r r e c t Weights Inputs 2 Hidden l a y e r
Inputs 2 Hidden Weights = Inputs 2 Hidden Weights +
Inputs 2 Hidden Weights accum ;
% Ca l cu l a t ing Epoch Error Ep = 1/2 summation (T − O)ˆ2
CurrentLoopError Al l=(TRG−Output Al l Ptrns ) . ˆ 2 ;
Epoch Error Al l ( I t r )= s q r t ( . 5∗ sum( CurrentLoopError Al l ) ) ;
% compute s e n s i t i v i t y and s p e c e f i c i t y
f o r t s t = 1 : l ength (TRG)
i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == 1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == 1)
TP = TP + 1 ;
e l s e i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == 1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == −1)
FN = FN + 1 ;
end
i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == −1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == −1)
TN = TN + 1 ;
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e l s e i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == −1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == 1)
FP = FP + 1 ;
end
end
S e n s i t i v i t y ( I t r ) = TP/(TP+FN) ;
S p e c e f i c i t y ( I t r ) = TN/(TN+FP) ;
end
toc ;
t i c ;
%% t e s t i n g
Output Al l Ptrns = ze ro s ( l ength ( input ) , 1 ) ;
TP = 0 ; TN = 0 ; FP = 0 ; FN = 0 ;
r e s = ze ro s ( l ength ( input ) , 1 ) ;
f o r Ptrn = 1 : l ength ( input )
% Ca l cu l a t ing Hidden l a y e r Sigmoids
f o r U = 1 : nhl % f o r a l l un i t s
WLIC HiddenU All (U) = dot ( input ( Ptrn , : ) , Inputs 2 Hidden Weights ( : ,U) ) ;
HiddenU sqshd (U) = tanh ( WLIC HiddenU All (U) ) ;
end
% Ca l cu l a t ing Output l a y e r
WLIC Out = dot ( HiddenU sqshd , Hidden 2 Output Weights ) ;
Output Al l Ptrns ( Ptrn ) = tanh (WLIC Out ) ;
r e s ( Ptrn ) = WLIC Out ;
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end
f o r t s t = 1 : l ength ( input )
i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == 1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == 1)
TP = TP + 1 ;
e l s e i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == 1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == −1)
FN = FN + 1 ;
end
i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == −1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == −1)
TN = TN + 1 ;
e l s e i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == −1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == 1)
FP = FP + 1 ;
end
% not t e s t i n g f o r smal l % changes
i f abs ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) >
abs ( (max( Output Al l Ptrns)−min ( Output Al l Ptrns ) ) /2 )
i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == 1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == 1)
TPa = TPa + 1 ;
e l s e i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == 1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == −1)
FNa = FNa + 1 ;
end
i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == −1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == −1)
TNa = TNa + 1 ;
e l s e i f ( s i gn (TRG( t s t ) ) == −1) && ( s i gn ( Output Al l Ptrns ( t s t ) ) == 1)
FPa = FPa + 1 ;
end
end
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end
S e n s i t i v i t y A l l = TP/(TP+FN)
S p e c i f i c i t y A l l = TN/(TN+FP)
Test ingAl l = (TP+TN)/(TP+TN+FP+FN)
S e n s i t i v i t y A l l a = TPa/(TPa+FNa)
S p e c i f i c i t y A l l a = TNa/(TNa+FPa)
Test ingAl la = (TPa+TNa)/(TPa+TNa+FPa+FNa)
toc ;
p l o t ( Epoch Error Al l ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ I t e r a t i o n s ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ Epoch Error ’ ) ;
t i t l e ( ’ Train ing with bias ’ ) ;
l egend ( ’ alpha = 0 . 0 3 ’ ) ;
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Appendix C Environmental Monitoring code
#inc lude <math . h> // tanh
#inc lude <MatrixMath . h> //
#inc lude <CFF ChipCap2 . h>
#inc lude <Wire . h>
// t e n d r i l c o n t r o l f o r space i n s p e c t i o n us ing Machine Learning
void sensor update ( ) ;
void move motors ( i n t enc t [ ] , i n t enc m [ ] ) ;
// func t i on ove r l oad ing ∗motor num , i n t motor count , i n t message ) ;
// void move motors ( i n t ∗motor num , i n t motor count , i n t message ) ;
void g e t s e n s o r d a t a ( f l o a t ∗ s d ) ;
void g e t b e s t p o s ( f l o a t smpl [ ] , i n t num el , i n t &b pos , i n t &d pos , f l o a t &max el ) ;
void s o r t i n g ( f l o a t a [ ] , i n t b , f l o a t &m1, f l o a t &m2, f l o a t &m3) ;
// motor s t r u c t u r e s −−− to be added l a t e r , now j u s t a r rays . . .
u i n t 8 t motor [ 9 ] = {2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 9 , 10} ; // c r e a t e motor ob j e c t to c o n t r o l a motor
u i n t 8 t d i r [ 9 ] = {40 ,41 ,42 ,43 ,44 ,45 ,46 ,47 ,48} ;
u i n t 8 t encoderA [ 9 ] = {22 ,24 ,26 ,28 ,30 ,32 ,34 ,36 ,38} ;
u i n t 8 t encoderB [ 9 ] = {23 ,25 ,27 ,29 ,31 ,33 ,35 ,37 ,39} ;
v o l a t i l e i n t EncoderPos [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
i n t e n c d i f [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
//added by d i x i t
i n t enc t [ 2 ] = {0 ,0} ; // r e s p o n s i b l e f o r base s e c t i o n movements
i n t menc t [ 2 ] = {0 ,0} ;
i n t enc m [ 2 ] = {0 ,0} ; // r e s p o n s i b l e f o r d i s t a l s e c t i o n movements
i n t count = 0 , count1 = 0 , count2 = 0 , count3 = 0 , count4 = 0 ; ;
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// u i n t 8 t f r v e [ 6 ] = {60 ,180 ,60 ,100 ,140 ,20} ; //up
// u i n t 8 t f rho [ 6 ] = {130 ,90 ,30 ,170 ,50 ,50} ; // r i g h t
// v o l a t i l e i n t message [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
const i n t m = 14 , n1 = 9 , t e s t = 8 , max0 = 76 , max1 = 51 ;
// , c o n f i g u r a t i o n s , for , e x p l o r a t i o n s
i n t c fba s e [m] [ 3 ] = {
{0 ,0 ,0} ,{0 ,−25 ,1} ,{0 ,50 ,2} ,{0 ,50 ,−1} ,{50 ,25 ,3} ,{75 ,0 ,4} ,{75 ,−50 ,5} ,
{75 ,50 ,−1} ,{0 ,50 ,−1} ,
{−50 ,50 ,6} ,{−75 ,0 ,7} ,{−75 ,−25 ,8} ,{−50 ,50 ,−1} ,{0 ,50 ,−1}
} ;
const i n t m1 = 6 , n2 = 5 ;
i n t c fba se1 [m1 ] [ 3 ] = {
{0 ,0 ,0} ,{ −12 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,12 ,2} ,{12 ,0 ,3} ,{0 ,−12 ,3} ,{0 ,0 ,−1}
} ;
i n t c f d i s [ 9 ] [ 3 ] = {
{0 ,0 ,1} ,{0 ,100 ,0} ,{200 ,150 ,2} ,{350 ,0 ,3} ,{200 ,150 ,−1} ,{ −200 ,150 ,4} ,
{−350 ,0 ,5} ,{−200 ,150 ,−1} ,{0 ,0 ,−1}
} ;
i n t b pos =0, d pos =0, c t r = 0 ;
i n t confd = 0 , confb = 0 , confgb = 0 , confgd = 0 ;
u i n t 8 t NEW I2C ADDRESS = 0x01 ;
CFF ChipCap2 cc2a = CFF ChipCap2 (NEW I2C ADDRESS ) ;
// end
// =================================== Var iab le Dec l a ra t i on s
================================================== //
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// motor speeds
#d e f i n e MOTOR STOP LOW
#d e f i n e MOTOR WIND HIGH
#d e f i n e MOTORUNWIND LOW
#d e f i n e ENC DIFF 25
#d e f i n e MOTOR SPEED 60
#d e f i n e MAX DIFF 30
#d e f i n e GO 0
#d e f i n e STOP 1
//#d e f i n e CIRCUMNUTATION DURATION 12
// =============== Misc . Var iab le d e c l a r a t i o n s
i n t EmergencyState = GO;
i n t motorTime = 200 ; // de lay duarat ion a f t e r key i s pre s s ed that s tops
the sevo i f not commanded through keybard key 7
i n t TensionThresh = 20 ;
// Var iab le i n i t i a l i z a t i o n :
i n t t o g g l e = 0 ;
i n t NumPresses = 0 ;
i n t s i z e = 0 ;
i n t width = 50 ;
i n t amplitude = 20 ;
i n t l edL ight = 0 ;
i n t max = 0 ;
i n t min = 0 ;
i n t pause = 0 ;
i n t MotorSe lect ion = 0 ;
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i n t SensorAvg = 0 ;
// ========================================================================
Arduino Setup ================================================= //
void setup ( ) {
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < 9 ; ndx++) {
pinMode ( motor [ ndx ] ,OUTPUT) ;
pinMode ( d i r [ ndx ] ,OUTPUT) ;
pinMode ( encoderA [ ndx ] , INPUT) ;
pinMode ( encoderB [ ndx ] , INPUT) ;
analogWrite ( motor [ ndx ] ,MOTOR STOP) ;
// prevents motor f o r running / f l y i n g o f f without command //
EncoderPos [ ndx ] = 0 ;
}
S e r i a l . begin ( 9 6 0 0 ) ; // baud ra t e
cc2a . begin ( ) ;
de lay ( 5 0 ) ;
// Star t the guino dashboard i n t e r f a c e .
// The number i s your pe r sona l key f o r sav ing data . This should be unique
f o r each sketch
// This key should a l s o be changed i f you change the gui s t r u c t u r e .
Hence the saved data v i l l not match .
}
// ========================================================================
Arduino Loop ========================================
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========= //
void loop ( ) {
// ∗∗∗∗ Main update c a l l f o r the guino
i n t num el = n1 ∗6∗6 ;
f l o a t s data [ 6 ] , max el =0; i n t c t r l = 0 ; f l o a t s t a b l e [ num el ] ;
i f ( count1 == 0)// f i r s t time e x p l o r a t i o n
{ confgb = 0 ; confgd = 0 ; confb = 0 ; confd = 0 ;
whi l e ( count < 6){
g e t s e n s o r d a t a ( s data ) ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 6 ; k++)
{
s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] = s data [ k ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( ’ ’ ) ;
}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
c t r l = c t r l +6; count+=1;}
count1 = 1 ;}
i f ( count1 == 1)
{ confgb = b pos ; confgd = d pos ;}
i f ( count1 == 1) // e x p l o r a t i o n
{
count1 = 2 ;
confb = confgb +1;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confgb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( count1 ) ;
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// confd = confgd +1;
whi l e ( confb != confgb )
{
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 1 ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confgb ) ;
i f ( c f ba s e [ confb ] [ 2 ] == −1)
{
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 1 ] ;
enc m [ 0 ] = 0 ; enc m [ 1 ] = 0 ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ; de lay ( 1 0 0 ) ;
}
e l s e
{
confd = confgd +1;
whi l e ( confd != confgd )
{
enc m [ 0 ] = c f d i s [ confd ] [ 0 ] ; enc m [ 1 ] = c f d i s [ confd ] [ 1 ] ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
// f o r ( u i n t 8 t ndx = 0 ; ndx < 9 ; ndx++) {
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ ndx ] ) ;
// }
delay ( 5 0 ) ;
i f ( c f d i s [ confd ] [ 2 ] > −1)
{
g e t s e n s o r d a t a ( s data ) ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 6 ; k++)
{
s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] = s data [ k ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] ) ;
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}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
c t r l = c t r l +6;
}
i f ( confd < 9)
confd = confd +1;
e l s e
confd = 0 ;
}
}
i f ( confb < (m−1))
{
confb = confb +1;
}
e l s e
{
confb = 0 ;
}
delay ( 1 0 0 ) ;
}
}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”we are out ” ) ;
i f ( count1 == 2)
{
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” in g e t b e s t p o s ” ) ;
g e t b e s t p o s ( s t a b l e , num el , b pos , d pos , max el ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( b pos ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( d pos ) ;
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S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 1 0 0 0 ) ;
count1 = 3 ;
}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( count1 ) ;
i f ( count1 == 3)
{
count1 = 4 ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ’ in count1 3 ’ ) ;
i f ( b pos > confb )
{
f o r ( i n t i = ( confb −2); i < ( confb +4); i++)
{
i f ( ( i > −1) && ( i < m) )
{ i f ( c f ba s e [ i ] [ 2 ] == −1)
{ c t r =i ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( c t r ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 1 0 0 0 ) ; break ;}}
}
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 1 ] ; enc m [ 0 ] = 0 ; enc m [ 1 ] = 0 ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
c t r =0;
whi l e ( c fba s e [ confb ] [ 0 ] != c fba s e [ b pos ] [ 0 ] ) / / enc t [ 0 ] )
{
confb+=1;
i f ( c f ba s e [ confb ] [ 2 ] == −1)
{
c t r += 1 ;
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 1 ] ; enc m [ 0 ] = 0 ; enc m [ 1 ] = 0 ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
}
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}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( c t r ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 2 0 0 0 ) ;
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ b pos+ctr − 1 ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ b pos+ctr − 1 ] [ 1 ] ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 9 ; i++)
{ i f ( d pos == c fba s e [ i ] [ 2 ] )
c t r = i ;}
enc m [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 0 ] ; enc m [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 1 ] ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
c t r = 0 ; count1 = 4 ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 0 ] ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 1 ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 2 ] ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( b pos < confb )
{
f o r ( i n t i = ( confb −2); i < ( confb +4); i++)
{
i f ( i > −1 && i < m)
i f ( c fba s e [ i ] [ 2 ] == −1)
{ c t r =i ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( c t r ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 1 0 0 0 ) ; break ;}
}
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 1 ] ; enc m [ 0 ] = 0 ; enc m [ 1 ] = 0 ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
c t r = 0 ;
whi l e ( c fba s e [ confb ] [ 0 ] != c fba s e [ b pos ] [ 0 ] ) // enc t [ 0 ] )
{
confb−=1;
i f ( c f ba s e [ confb ] [ 2 ] == −1)
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{
c t r +=1;
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ confb ] [ 1 ] ;
enc m [ 0 ] = 0 ; enc m [ 1 ] = 0 ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
}
}
enc t [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ b pos−c t r ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ b pos−c t r ] [ 1 ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( c t r ) ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < 9 ; i++)
{ i f ( d pos == c fba s e [ i ] [ 2 ] )
c t r = i ;}
enc m [ 0 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 0 ] ; enc m [ 1 ] = c fba s e [ c t r ] [ 1 ] ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
c t r = 0 ; count1 = 4 ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 0 ] ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 1 ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 2 ] ) ;
}
} // i w i l l get the input index and max value o f bes t pos
i f ( count1 == 4)
{
c t r l = 0 ;
whi l e ( count4 < 9)
{
i f ( count2 == 0)// f i r s t time e x p l o r a t i o n
{ confgb = 0 ; confgd = 0 ; confb = 0 ; confd = 0 ;
whi l e ( count < 6){
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g e t s e n s o r d a t a ( s data ) ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 6 ; k++)
{
s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] = s data [ k ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( ’ ’ ) ;
}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
c t r l = c t r l +6; count+=1;}
count2 = 1 ;}
i f ( count2 == 1)
{ confgb = 0 ; confgd = 0 ;}
i f ( count2 == 1) // e x p l o r a t i o n
{
menc t [ 0 ] = enc t [ 0 ] ; menc t [ 1 ] = enc t [ 1 ] ;
count2 = 2 ;
confb = confgb +1;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confgb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( count1 ) ;
// confd = confgd +1;
whi l e ( confb != confgb )
{
enc t [ 0 ] = menc t [0 ]+ c fbase1 [ confb ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = menc t [1 ]+ c fbase1 [ confb ] [ 1 ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confb ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( confgb ) ;
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i f ( c f ba s e [ confb ] [ 2 ] == −1)
{
enc t [ 0 ] = menc t [0 ]+ c fbase1 [ confb ] [ 0 ] ; enc t [ 1 ] = menc t [1 ]+ c fbase1 [ confb ] [ 1 ] ;
enc m [ 0 ] = 0 ; enc m [ 1 ] = 0 ;
i f ( abs ( enc t [ 0 ] ) < max0 && abs ( enc t [ 1 ] ) < max1)
{
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ; de lay ( 1 0 0 ) ;
}
}
e l s e i f ( abs ( enc t [ 0 ] ) < max0 && abs ( enc t [ 1 ] ) < max1)
{
confd = confgd +1;
whi l e ( confd != confgd )
{
enc m [ 0 ] = c f d i s [ confd ] [ 0 ] ; enc m [ 1 ] = c f d i s [ confd ] [ 1 ] ;
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
// f o r ( u i n t 8 t ndx = 0 ; ndx < 9 ; ndx++) {
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ ndx ] ) ;
// }
delay ( 5 0 ) ;
i f ( c f d i s [ confd ] [ 2 ] > −1)
{
g e t s e n s o r d a t a ( s data ) ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 6 ; k++)
{
s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] = s data [ k ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( s t a b l e [ c t r l+k ] ) ;
}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
c t r l = c t r l +6;
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}
i f ( confd < 9)
confd = confd +1;
e l s e
confd = 0 ;
}
}
i f ( confb < (m1−1))
{
confb = confb +1;
}
e l s e
{
confb = 0 ;
}
delay ( 1 0 0 ) ;
}
}
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”we are out ” ) ;
i f ( count2 == 2)
{
num el = n2 ∗6∗6 ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (” in g e t b e s t p o s ” ) ;
g e t b e s t p o s ( s t a b l e , num el , b pos , d pos , max el ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( b pos ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( d pos ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 1 0 0 0 ) ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < n2 ; k++){
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i f ( b pos == c fbase1 [ k ] [ 2 ] ) {
enc t [ 0 ] = menc t [ 0 ] + c fbase1 [ k ] [ 0 ] ;
enc t [ 1 ] = menc t [ 1 ] + c fbase1 [ k ] [ 1 ] ;
}
}
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 9 ; k++){
i f ( d pos == c f d i s [ k ] [ 2 ] ) {
enc m [ 0 ] = c f d i s [ k ] [ 0 ] ;
enc m [ 1 ] = c f d i s [ k ] [ 1 ] ;
}
}
move motors ( enc t , enc m ) ;
de lay (2 0000 ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 0 ] ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 1 ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 2 ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 3 ] ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 4 ] ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ 5 ] ) ;
count2 = 1 ;
}
count4 +=1;
}
count2 = 0 ; count1 = 1 ;
}
}
// ========================================================================
GUIno I n t e r f a c e Setup ================================================= //
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// =====================================================
Function that governing s i g n a l s to motors =============================================== //
void move motors ( i n t enc t [ ] , i n t enc m [ ] )
{
u i n t 8 t encoderA las t [ 6 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,} ;
i n t EncoderPos start [ 6 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
u i n t 8 t n [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
byte i = 0 , motor count = 0 ; byte motor num [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
byte enc d [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ; i n t message [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
i n t temp0=0, temp1 = 0 , temp2=0;
i f ( enc t [ 0 ] >= 0)
{
temp2 = enc t [ 0 ] ;
}
i f ( enc t [ 1 ] >= 0)
{
temp0 = enc t [ 1 ] / 2 ;
temp2 = temp2 + ( enc t [ 1 ] / 2 ) ;
}
i f ( enc t [ 0 ] < 0)
{
temp0 = temp0 + abs ( enc t [ 0 ] ) ;
}
i f ( enc t [ 1 ] < 0)
{
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temp1 = abs ( enc t [ 1 ] ) ;
}
temp0 = temp0 − EncoderPos [ 0 ] ;
temp1 = temp1 − EncoderPos [ 1 ] ;
temp2 = temp2 − EncoderPos [ 2 ] ;
i f ( temp0 > 4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTOR WIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 0 ;
enc d [ i ] = temp0 ; i +=1;
}
e l s e i f ( temp0 < −4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTORUNWIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 0 ;
enc d [ i ] = abs ( temp0 ) ; i +=1;
}
i f ( temp1 > 4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTOR WIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 1 ;
enc d [ i ] = temp1 ; i +=1;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 1 0 0 0 ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( temp1 < −4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTORUNWIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 1 ;
enc d [ i ] = abs ( temp1 ) ; i +=1;
}
i f ( temp2 > 4)
{
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message [ i ] = MOTOR WIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 2 ;
enc d [ i ] = temp2 ; i +=1;
}
e l s e i f ( temp2 < −4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTORUNWIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 2 ;
enc d [ i ] = abs ( temp2 ) ; i +=1;
}
// working with motors 3 ,4 ,5
i n t temp3=0, temp4 = 0 , temp5=0;
i f ( enc m [ 0 ] >= 0)
{
temp4 = enc m [ 0 ] ;
}
i f ( enc m [ 1 ] >= 0)
{
// temp3 = enc m [ 1 ] / 2 ;
temp5 = ( enc m [ 1 ] ) ; }
i f ( enc m [ 0 ] <= 0)
{
temp3 = abs ( enc m [ 0 ] ) ;
}
i f ( enc m [ 1 ] <= 0)
{
temp4 = 0;// abs ( enc m [ 1 ] ) ;
}
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// i f ( enc m [ 0 ] >= 0)
// {
// temp4 = 1∗enc m [ 0 ] / 2 ;
// temp5 = 1∗enc m [ 0 ] / 2 ;
// }
// i f ( enc m [ 1 ] >= 0)
// {
// temp3 = 1∗enc m [ 1 ] / 2 ;
// temp5 = temp5 + (1∗ enc m [ 1 ] / 2 ) ;
// }
//
// i f ( enc m [ 0 ] < 0)
// {
// temp3 = temp3 + 2∗ abs ( enc m [ 0 ] ) / 3 ;
// temp5 = temp5 + abs ( enc m [ 0 ] ) / 3 ;
// }
// i f ( enc m [ 1 ] < 0)
// {
// temp3 = temp3 + abs ( enc m [ 1 ] ) / 3 ;
// temp4 = temp4 + (2∗ abs ( enc m [ 1 ] ) / 3 ) ;
// }
temp3 = temp3 − EncoderPos [ 3 ] ;
temp4 = temp4 − EncoderPos [ 4 ] ;
temp5 = temp5 − EncoderPos [ 5 ] ;
i f ( temp4 > 4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTOR WIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 4 ;
enc d [ i ] = temp4 ; i +=1;
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}
e l s e i f ( temp4 < −4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTORUNWIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 4 ;
enc d [ i ] = abs ( temp4 ) ; i +=1;
}
i f ( temp3 > 4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTOR WIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 3 ;
enc d [ i ] = temp3 ; i +=1;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( 1 0 0 0 ) ;
}
e l s e i f ( temp3 < −4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTORUNWIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 3 ;
enc d [ i ] = abs ( temp3 ) ; i +=1;
}
i f ( temp5 > 4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTOR WIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 5 ;
enc d [ i ] = temp5 ; i +=1;
}
e l s e i f ( temp5 < −4)
{
message [ i ] = MOTORUNWIND; motor count += 1 ; motor num [ i ] = 5 ;
enc d [ i ] = abs ( temp5 ) ; i +=1;
}
// to get the max encoder movement and the corre spond ing motor
i n t max e = enc d [ 0 ] , e lement = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t j = 1 ; j < motor count ; ++j )
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{
i f ( max e < abs ( enc d [ j ] ) )
{
max e = enc d [ j ] ; e lement = j ;
}
}
// mem2 = temp2 ; mem4 = temp1 ;
// i n t 8 t ∗motor num , u i n t 8 t motor count , i n t message
i f ( motor count > 0)
{
// f o r ( i n t i t r = 0 ; i t r < 2 ; i t r ++)
// {
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx++) {
// determining the s t a r t i n g encoder A s t a t e and the s t a r t i n g encoder p o s i t i o n
encoderA las t [ ndx ] = d ig i t a lRead ( encoderA [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) ;
EncoderPos start [ motor num [ ndx ] ] = EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t (” Sta r t = ” ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) ;
}
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx++) {
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( d i r [ motor num [ ndx ] ] , message [ ndx ] ) ;
// d i r pin numbers determine the d i r e c t i o n o f the motor ’ s r o t a t i o n
analogWrite ( motor [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ,MOTOR SPEED) ;
// − i t r ∗MOTOR SPEED/ 2 ) ; // motor p ins now determine speed
us ing the PWM (50%) as de f ined
}
whi le ( abs ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ element ] ] −
EncoderPos start [ motor num [ element ] ] ) < max e ) //((2/3)∗max e − (1/3)∗ i t r ∗max e ) )
{
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f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx ++){
i f ( abs ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx ] ] − EncoderPos start [ motor num [ ndx ] ] )
< enc d [ ndx ] ) //( (2/3)∗ enc d [ ndx ])−((1/3)∗ i t r ∗ enc d [ ndx ] ) ) {
n [ ndx ] = d ig i t a lRead ( encoderA [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) ;
i f ( ( encoderA las t [ ndx ] == LOW) && (n [ ndx ] == HIGH) ) {
i f ( d i g i t a lRead ( encoderB [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) == LOW) {
EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx]]−−;
} e l s e {
EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx ]]++;
}
}
encoderA las t [ ndx ] = n [ ndx ] ;
}
}
}
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx++)
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( motor [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ,MOTOR STOP) ;
// Sets PWM pins to LOW, cut t i ng o f f the motors
}
void move motors ( i n t 8 t ∗motor num , u i n t 8 t motor count , i n t message )
{
u i n t 8 t encoderA las t [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
i n t EncoderPos start [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
u i n t 8 t n [ 9 ] = {0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0} ;
// f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < 9 ; ndx++) {
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ ndx ] ) ;
//}
i f ( motor count == 1)
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{
encoderA las t [ 0 ] = d ig i t a lRead ( encoderA [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) ;
EncoderPos start [ 0 ] = EncoderPos [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos start [ 0 ] ) ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) ;
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( d i r [ motor num [ 0 ] ] , message ) ;
// d i r pin numbers determine the d i r e c t i o n o f the motor r o t a t i o n
analogWrite ( motor [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ,MOTOR SPEED) ;
///// t e s t ////
// de lay ( 3 0 0 0 ) ;
// sensor update ( ) ;
//////////
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( motor num [ 0 ] ) ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos start [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( abs ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ 0 ] ] −
EncoderPos start [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) ) ;
whi l e ( abs ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ 0 ] ] −
EncoderPos start [ 0 ] ) < ENC DIFF) {
n [ 0 ] = d ig i t a lRead ( encoderA [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) ;
i f ( ( encoderA las t [ 0 ] == LOW) && (n [ 0 ] == HIGH) ) {
i f ( d i g i t a lRead ( encoderB [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) == LOW) {
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”DOWN” ) ;
EncoderPos [ motor num [0] ]−− ;
} e l s e {
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (”UP” ) ;
EncoderPos [ motor num [0 ] ]++;
}
}
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encoderA las t [ 0 ] = n [ 0 ] ;
}
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( motor [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ,MOTOR STOP) ;
// Sets PWM pin to LOW, cut t i ng o f f the motor
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ 0 ] ] ) ;
}
e l s e
{
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx++) {
// determining the s t a r t i n g encoder A s t a t e and the
s t a r t i n g encoder p o s i t i o n
encoderA las t [ ndx ] = d ig i t a lRead ( encoderA [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) ;
EncoderPos start [ ndx ] = EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ;
}
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx++) {
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( d i r [ motor num [ ndx ] ] , message ) ;
// d i r pin numbers determine the d i r e c t i o n o f the motor ’ s r o t a t i o n
analogWrite ( motor [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ,MOTOR SPEED) ;
// motor p ins now determine speed us ing the PWM (50%) as de f ined
}
whi le ( abs ( EncoderPos [ motor num [ 0 ] ] − EncoderPos start [ 0 ] ) < ENC DIFF) {
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx ++){
n [ ndx ] = d ig i t a lRead ( encoderA [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) ;
i f ( ( encoderA las t [ ndx ] == LOW) && (n [ ndx ] == HIGH) ) {
i f ( d i g i t a lRead ( encoderB [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ) == LOW) {
EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx]]−−;
} e l s e {
EncoderPos [ motor num [ ndx ]]++;
}
}
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encoderA las t [ ndx ] = n [ ndx ] ;
}
}
f o r ( i n t ndx = 0 ; ndx < motor count ; ndx++)
d i g i t a l W r i t e ( motor [ motor num [ ndx ] ] ,MOTOR STOP) ; // Sets PWM pins to LOW,
cut t i ng o f f the motors
}
} ;
void g e t b e s t p o s ( f l o a t smpl [ ] , i n t num el , i n t & b pos ,
i n t &d pos , f l o a t &max el )
{
MatrixMath Mat ;
// to get the max−min median temp va lue s
f l o a t median = 0 . 0 , max e = 0 . 0 , min e = 0 . 0 , smp [ num el ] ; //smp [ t e s t ∗6 ]
// i n t num el = ( n1 ∗6∗6) ; // t e s t ∗6 ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < num el ; k++)
{
// i f ( smpl [ k ] > 4294967040.0){
// smpl [ k ] = smpl [ k−6] ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( k ) ; }// constant determined e m p i r i c a l l y
// i f ( smpl [ k ] <−4294967040.0){
// smpl [ k ] = smpl [ k−6] ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( k ) ; }
// constant determined e m p i r i c a l l y
smp [ k ] = smpl [ k ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t (smp [ k ] ) ;
// S e r i a l . p r i n t ( s t a b l e [ k ] ) ;
}
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s o r t i n g ( smpl , num el , min e , max e , median ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( min e ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( max e ) ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( median ) ;
//∗∗∗∗∗∗∗ thank you i n t e r n e t
num el = num el /6 ;//528 ;// t e s t ; //
f l o a t S [ num el ] [ 1 8 ] ; f l o a t s t [ 1 8 ] ; f l o a t WLIC [ 4 ] ; f l o a t WL[ 4 ] ;
f l o a t WL O[ num el ] ; f l o a t WL Ou [ 1 ] ;
double const ENM ith [ 1 8 ] [ 4 ] = {
{ 0.162126219715937 , 0 .135029299855159 , 0 .156914089448499 , 0 .138636092243577} ,
{ 0.199782203209762 , 0 .169164677372161 , 0 .202631320675981 , 0.175537142799517 } ,
{ 0.147722411007871 , 0 .138916888712651 , 0 .152932905535641 , 0.140224313752820 } ,
{ 0.193822765421652 , 0 .176720599523392 , 0 .203010818011860 , 0.180941575282657 } ,
{ 0.143835252004015 , 0 .139756029851012 , 0 .152554091553973 , 0.143938578713866 } ,
{ 0.189379405932337 , 0 .174634241263312 , 0 .206450747250531 , 0.176939919799048 } ,
{ 0.141028139056752 , 0 .144690131645059 , 0 .161888272791550 , 0.145689655997161 } ,
{ 0.243688533267404 , 0 .242351482140485 , 0 .272621982296034 , 0.240978769150937 } ,
{ 0.245280434793034 , 0 .237747894333565 , 0 .283755650241213 , 0.227253844193772 } ,
{ 0.253126014582976 , 0 .232350159223778 , 0 .273854895834770 , 0.235698130954564 } ,
{ 0.251222083250750 , 0 .228784555183630 , 0 .280562853776722 , 0.233429318341782 } ,
{ 0.255929771001692 , 0 .226332299602184 , 0 .273789659367703 , 0.238721439808878 } ,
{ 0.254254193968338 , 0 .234171317218196 , 0 .275877451695443 , 0.230293133528407 } ,
{ 0.257873046716144 , 0 .232574867024746 , 0 .272760867602114 , 0.231704512753783 } ,
{ 0.257888992639217 , 0 .234605068564390 , 0 .268975870329086 , 0.237588725465144 } ,
{ 2.61307636727251 , 2 .37332443487361 , 2 .84704564100294 , 2.40155801415993 }
} ;
double const ENM hto [ 4 ] = {
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1.44631102539798 , 1 .32493666325944 , 1 .56802446266716 , 1.33923653079291 } ;
f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < num el ; i++)
{
S [ i ] [ 0 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i ] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 0 ] = S [ i ] [ 0 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i ] − smp [6∗ i +1]) / ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 1 ] = S [ i ] [ 1 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
// g e t t i n g range o f −1,+1 f o r tanh
S [ i ] [ 2 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +1] − smp [6∗ i +2])/( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 2 ] = S [ i ] [ 2 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 3 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +2] − smp [6∗ i +3])/( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 3 ] = S [ i ] [ 3 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 4 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +3] − smp [6∗ i +4])/( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 4 ] = S [ i ] [ 4 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 5 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +4] − smp [6∗ i +5])/( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 5 ] = S [ i ] [ 5 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 6 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +5] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 6 ] = S [ i ] [ 6 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 7 ] = −1; S [ i ] [ 8 ] = −1;
S [ i ] [ 9 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i ] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 9 ] = S [ i ] [ 9 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 0 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +1] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 1 0 ] = S [ i ] [ 1 0 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 1 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +2] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 1 1 ] = S [ i ] [ 1 1 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 2 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +3] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 1 2 ] = S [ i ] [ 1 2 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 3 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +4] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 1 3 ] = S [ i ] [ 1 3 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 4 ] = abs (smp [6∗ i +5] − median )/ ( max e − min e ) ; S [ i ] [ 1 4 ] = S [ i ] [ 1 4 ] ∗ 2 − 1 ;
S [ i ] [ 1 5 ] = −1; S [ i ] [ 1 6 ] = −1; S [ i ] [ 1 7 ] = 1 ;
// f o r ( i n t l =0; l < 18 ; l++)
// { S e r i a l . p r i n t (S [ i ] [ l ] ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (smp [ l ] ) ; }
}
// us ing bpnn
f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < num el ; j++)
{
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 18 ; k++)
{
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s t [ k ] = S [ j ] [ k ] ;
}
Mat . Mult ip ly ( ( f l o a t ∗) s t , ( f l o a t ∗)ENM ith , 1 ,18 ,4 , ( f l o a t ∗)WL) ;
f o r ( i n t k=0; k < 4 ; k++)
{
WLIC[ k ] = tanh (WL[ k ] ) ;
}
Mat . Mult ip ly ( ( f l o a t ∗)WLIC, ( f l o a t ∗)ENM hto , 1 , 4 , 1 , ( f l o a t ∗)WL Ou) ;
WL O[ j ] = WL Ou [ 0 ] ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t l n (WL Ou[ 0 ] , 8 ) ;
}
//Get bes t p o s i t i o n
max e = WL O[ 0 ] ; i n t element = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t j = 1 ; j < num el ; ++j )
{
i f ( max e < (WL O[ j ] ) )
{
max e = WL O[ j ] ; e lement = j ;
}
}
max el = max e ; d pos = element % 6 ; b pos = ( element − d pos ) / 6 ;
S e r i a l . p r i n t ( max e , 8 ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t ( ’ ’ , b pos ) ; S e r i a l . p r i n t l n ( ’ ’ , e lement ) ;
}
void g e t s e n s o r d a t a ( f l o a t ∗ s d )
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{
byte i = 0 ;
f o r ( byte i = 0 ; i < 6 ; i++)
{
cc2a . readSensor ( ) ;
i f ( cc2a . s t a t u s == CCF CHIPCAP2 STATUS VALID)
{
s d [ i ] = cc2a . temperatureC ;
}
++NEW I2C ADDRESS;
cc2a = CFF ChipCap2 (NEW I2C ADDRESS ) ;
de lay ( 5 0 ) ;
}
NEW I2C ADDRESS = 0x01 ;
CFF ChipCap2 cc2a = CFF ChipCap2 (NEW I2C ADDRESS ) ;
}
void s o r t i n g ( f l o a t a [ ] , i n t b , f l o a t &m1, f l o a t &m2, f l o a t &m3)
{
f l o a t temp ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<b ; i++)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j<b−i −1; j++)
{
i f ( a [ j ]>a [ j +1])
{
temp=a [ j ] ;
a [ j ]=a [ j +1] ; /∗Swap have been done here ∗/
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a [ j +1]=temp ;
}
}
}
m1 = a [ 0 ] ;
m2 = a [ b−1] ;
m3 = ( a [ b /2 ] + a [ ( b/2) − 1 ] ) / 2 ;
}
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